Virtual Cockpit Operation

For the very first time a Carenado’s aircraft does not include a 2D panel. Only in the VC you can have a real view of the actual cockpit with a panoramic view of all the instruments feeling like you are inside the real aircraft. You can look around inside and outside, pan left to right like in a real life.

Highly detailed instruments and friendly FPS make the virtual cockpit THE place to fly the aircraft. Moreover you can click on the main instruments and get a popup window with bigger instruments. Day and night textures are included for the instruments and VC to have an extremely realistic experience.

1. Watch
2. Airspeed
3. Toggle AH
4. Adjust AH
5. Test Panel Annunciator
6. Toggle Altimeter
7. Adjust Altimeter
8. Adjust VOR 1 & Toggle
9. Comm & Nav
10. GPS
11. Gyro Suction
12. DME
13. Adjust ADF
14. Toggle ADF
15. Toggle Turn Indicator
16. Simulation Dummies
17. HSI Adjust & toggle
18. Toggle Varioimeter
19. Adjust VOR 2 & Toggle
20. Transponder
21. ADF
22. Toggle yokes
23. Avionics
24. Autopilot
25. Manifold Toggle
26. RPM toggle
27. Gear Control
28. Engine Controls
29. Light Controls
30. EGT
31. ATC
32. Open Door
33. Animated Copilot Seat
34. Cabin Light
35. Animated Survivors